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World’s first weekly technology newspaper - 1966 
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•  A moribund controlled-circulation print magazine, with a clickbait website 
•  Print advertising in long-term decline; jobs ads long dead 
•  Web advertising not sufficiently profitable; chasing hits not sustainable 
•  Years of “next big things” – video, podcasts, social, tablets, e-readers… 
•  Editor’s job was about managing decline 
•  Ceased print in 2011 after acquisition by TechTarget 
•  “Omigod, Computer Weekly is dead!”  

Where we were 
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•  A multi-platform digital brand targeting a B2B technology audience 
•  Website traffic 1m+ page views – up 50%  
•  200,000 subscribers to weekly digital (PDF) magazine 
•  18 journalists in UK, 4 in Germany, 1 in Singapore 
•  Regional e-zines for Nordics, Benelux, Europe, Middle East, ASEAN, ANZ 
•  Just launched ComputerWeekly.de  
•  New business model 

⎻ Mix of open articles and member-only premium content 

•  5+ years of continuous revenue & profit growth 

Where we are 
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•  In print: we knew all our readers, but not what they read 
•  On the web: we knew exactly what was read, but not who was reading it 
•  The solution: combine reader demographics with content consumption 

behaviour to identify likely IT buyers 

•  We are now a data analytics business, selling market intelligence to IT 
companies 

•  Online ads a small percentage of our income  
•  Moving client offerings to a data subscription model 

How did we get here? 
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•  Different editorial culture, different ways of working 
•  Abandoned traditional print job roles and organisation hierarchy 
•  Educated journalists in the link between content and business model 
•  High degree of individual autonomy and trust for reporters to target their 

audience segment 
•  The editorial basics never changed 

⎻  Relentless focus on the right audience – don’t chase cheap hits 
⎻  Context, analysis, depth, great contacts 
⎻  Readers respond to quality  

What did we learn? 
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•  Technology fragments – not destroys 
•  Low startup costs for new entrants, traditional barriers to entry removed 
•  Changes balance of power from provider to consumer 
•  Multiple platforms, multiple sources of revenue 
•  There is no silver bullet 

The lessons of digital transformation (in any industry) 
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Thank you. 

Any questions? 
 
 
bglick@techtarget.com 
 
@bryanglick 


